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Disclaimer

"eToro is a multi-asset platform which offers both investing in stocks and digital assets, as well as trading CFDs.

Please note that CFDs are complex instruments and come with a high risk of losing money rapidly due to leverage. 68% of retail investor 
accounts lose money when trading CFDs with this provider. You should consider whether you understand how CFDs work, and whether you 

can afford to take the high risk of losing your money.

This is a marketing communication and should not be taken as investment advice, personal recommendation, or an offer of, or solicitation to buy or sell, 
any financial instruments. This material has been prepared without taking into account any particular recipient’s investment objectives or financial 
situation, and has not been prepared in accordance with the legal and regulatory requirements to promote independent research. Any references to past 
or future performance of a financial instrument, index or a packaged investment product are not, and should not be taken as, a reliable indicator of future 
results. eToro makes no representation and assumes no liability as to the accuracy or completeness of the content of this publication, which has been 
prepared utilising publicly available information."
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Summary: now facing more hawkish Fed  

Virus fears ease, but the Fed looms

Equities rebound to all-time-highs as omicron fears ease (more contagious; 
less lethal), but more hawkish Fed looms (more tapering, faster rate hike). 
We are positive. Earnings stronger than forecast. High valuations supported.

❏ S&P 500 new 67th all-time-high of the year. 2nd most ever
❏ Virus fears eased, but not gone. 4th wave still happening
❏ Fed to become more hawkish, driving volatility. Much priced
❏ Easing sentiment has been a key ‘contrarian’ support

Remain focused on upside from resilient growth. US Q4 GDP +8.7%

❏ Favors reflation assets: cyclical equities (financials, commodities, 
industrials), commodities, crypto, small caps, and value 

❏ Cautious on fixed income, USD, and defensive equities

Managing the risks - focus on high growth and low valuation

❏ Sectors with the strongest growth: commodities, discretionary etc
❏ Those areas with lowest valuations: energy, financials, Europe

Source: CD=Consumer Discretionary. CO=Communications. CS=Consumer Staples. EN=Energy. FN=Financials. 
HC=Healthcare. ID=Industrials. IT=Information Technology. MT=Materials. RE=Real Estate. UT=Utilities. 

Past performance is not an indication of future results.
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Performance: a very strong 2021 in context 

Markets resilient to omicron fears so-far, and facing more hawkish Fed 

❏ Santa rally came early. Don’t overdo Omicron uncertainty
❏ Markets increasingly resilient to each virus wave
❏ Market resilience to Fed repricing (but ARKK not)
❏ Stronger USD hurting EM and commodities

2021 ‘everything’ rally in context

❏ Crypto the stand-out, despite a 50% mid year correction. BTC 
gained inflation-credibility and altcoins a broad following

❏ A very good year for equities. Only the 3rd time since 1970 the 
S&P 500 has seen three back-to-back strong (10%+) years

❏ Real estate the stealth performer. Boosted by ‘reopener’ retail 
recovery, housing price strength and still-low bond yields

❏ China dragged whole of EM down on triple-impact of internet 
regulation, property bankruptcies, and broad economic slowdown

❏ Modest 7% USD rally on repricing Fed rate hike expectations. A 
fraction of prior rallies, but drove 10% JPY and 7% EUR weakness

❏ Gold the exception to the broad-based commodity ‘sweet spot’ of 
stronger demand and tight supply. Facing BTC competition

Past performance is not an indication of future results.
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Macro: 1) growth outlook strong, and 2) hawkish Fed priced

Passing the macro check-up. Strong growth supports earnings

● 39-member OECD ‘rich country’ club kept its GDP growth outlook 
at 4.5% for next year, despite rising virus risks. 

● Pandemic resilience is rising, and monetary and fiscal policies to 
stay supportive. It is slowdown from this year’s extraordinary 5.6% 
GDP rebound, but growth will well-above average next year. 

● Consensus 7% earnings growth forecasts too low with this. Global 
inflation is peaking at 5% now and to ease. This will see interest 
rates rise only slowly from low levels.

● Helps reflation assets: commodities (DJP), equities (ACWI), crypto. 

Fed turning more hawkish. But much already priced in

● Set to accelerate speed of bond-buy taper in order to get from 
$120 billion monthly to zero before mid-year

● Likely to raise the ‘dot plot’ of its estimated timing and speed of 
interest rate increases. BUT

○ Fed futures already price a mid-year interest rate ‘lift’off’
○ This hiking cycle likely to be only around half the size of 

historic cycles. Likely around 200bps. 

Past performance is not an indication of future results.

https://www.etoro.com/news-and-analysis/in-depth-analysis/macro-insights-passing-the-macro-health-check/
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Markets: retail and hedge fund sentiment cautious. Bullish

Indicators showed sharp fall in both retail and institutional sentiment

● Warren Buffett said to ‘be greedy when others are fearful’. 
● Both retail investors and sophisticated hedge funds turned 

cautious recently:
○ The weekly American Association of Individual 

Investors survey shows a collapse in bullish views, and a 
surge in bearishness (see chart). 

○ Hedge funds US equity exposure has also collapsed to 
below-average levels. See chart.

This was a contrarian ‘buy’ signal

● This is a contrarian positive. When everyone is bullish, who is left 
to buy? Similarly VIX volatility and the put/call ratio have both 
spiked higher. 

● Our proprietary investor sentiment indicator is below average and 
in buy territory, supporting our fundamental view.

Past performance is not an indication of future results.

https://www.etoro.com/news-and-analysis/in-depth-analysis/macro-insights-sentiment-indicator-turns-bullish/
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Valuations & Earnings: ways to manage the two risks

What are the big risks for 2022?

❏ We forecast a near-unprecedented 4th straight year of good 
returns in 2022, with our S&P 500 target of 5,050. What are risks 
to this, and how to manage them?

❏ We see consensus earnings growth forecasts too low at 8%, with 
GDP strong, fiscal stimulus, and resilient profit margins. This is 
rare, as they normally fall (see bottom chart). 

❏ Similarly, valuations are high (see top chart), especially in the US, 
and many think they fall. 

❏ We see them as supported by low bond yields and high 
tech-led profitability, and any fall to be offset by better 
earnings. 

❏ A 0.5% higher US 10-year bond yield cuts ‘fair’ P/E by 10%

Three ways to lower these risks

❏ Own faster growing commodity and industrial cyclicals 
❏ Own cheaper segments like financials, and overseas markets
❏ Own the big-tech ‘new’ defensives, with decent growth, big 

‘moats’ and fortress balance sheets

Past performance is not an indication of future results.
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Europe: example - more growth, and cheaper valuations 

Why we are bullish on Europe in 2022

● We are positive on Europe in 2022. It’s stronger-than-US GDP 
growth and cyclical stock market makeup, will drive double digit 
earnings growth. Valuations are 30% cheaper than US. 

● It has four growth buffers to slow down risks: a strong start 
point, more government spending, a dovish ECB, and a weak Euro. 

● Modest event risks range from Germany’s new government to 
French elections. 

● What to own? Germany and Spain benefit from rare GDP 
rebounds. Italy and Portugal offer the best value. Also see new 
smart portfolio @EuropeEconomy.

Germany’s new Chancellor, and why it matters

● Olaf Scholz Germany’s new chancellor, only it’s ninth in 75 years.
● Europe’s largest economy and the world’s no.3 exporter facing a 

dramatic fourth virus wave and a lagging business recovery.
● Scholz leads unprecedented coalition of left and right. Focus on 

extra infrastructure and carbon transition spending.
● Would underpin Germany’s and Europe’s economic recovery and 

allow to grow faster than US for first time in over a decade.

Past performance is not an indication of future results.

https://www.etoro.com/news-and-analysis/in-depth-analysis/analyst-weekly/
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Sectors: 1) auto 2022 ‘sweet-spot’, 2) retail Christmas boom 

Used car prices are still soaring (and why it matters)

● Used car prices continue to hit new highs led by vans and SUVs. 
The market is still unbalanced, extending the bullish price cycle. 

● Helps car dealers (KMX, PAG), leasers (ALLY, CACC), rentals (CAR, 
HTZ), manufacturers (GM, F), and new @AutoIndustry portfolio

● Covid and chips shortage hit new car production, whilst cashed-up 
consumers boosted demand. US Manheim used vehicle value 
index is up 46% vs last year. UK AutoTrader price index up 27%. 
Both records and outpacing new car prices. These rose 13% past 
year in US, to $46,000, with buyers paying average $800 over list. 

Thanksgiving retail relief - forecasts raised to record

● Thanksgiving weekend retail sales solid despite covid disruptions. 
Nov-Dec. US retail forecasts raised to record +11.5% growth

● Global supply chain disruptions meant less inventory, and 8% less 
discounts to attract shoppers. Also drove an earlier start to the 
festive shopping season. Consumer is 70% of the US economy.

● This supports the consumer discretionary (XLY) outlook, focused 
on specialty retail and e-commerce. See related thematic Smart 
Portfolio's @ShoppingCart and @FashionPortfolio. 

Past performance is not an indication of future results.

https://www.etoro.com/news-and-analysis/in-depth-analysis/macro-insights-used-car-prices-still-soaring-and-why-matter/
https://www.etoro.com/news-and-analysis/in-depth-analysis/macro-insights-thanksgiving-retail-relief/
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Themes: explaining the metaverse. Not everyone convinced 

Explaining the ‘metaverse’: Broad and big

● It incorporates video, augmented and virtual reality. Also, a 
shared architecture allowing virtual goods and identities to move 
between platforms. 

○ The term is 20 years old, from Neal Stephenson’s sci-fi 
novel ‘Snow Crash’, but development accelerating now. 

● It will require larger processing capacity and bandwidth and 
improvements to headsets, glasses, and smartphones. 

○ Market size forecasts reflect this huge breadth and its 
early-stage, from $800 billion to trillions. 

Investment options: From gaming onwards

● Boosted industries range from gaming and advertising, to NFT’ 
and luxury.  Leaders include Roblox (RBLX), Nvidia (NVDA), and 
Unity Software (U)

● The only US listed metaverse ETF is the $900 million Roundhill Ball 
Metaverse ETF (META), launched in July. It has underperformed 
NASDAQ since, along with Facebook (META). See chart

● We see the gaming community enjoying a first mover advantage 
in developing ‘immersive’ metaverse components. See the smart 
portfolio @InTheGame.

Past performance is not an indication of future results.
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Commodities: carbon on a tear. Commodity rally stabilises

Commodities stabilise as:-

● Omicrom -driven commodity demand fears ease
● USD - which makes commodities more expensive - stabilizes
● Oil leads rebound after ‘quadruple’ headwind of stronger USD, 

omicron demand concerns, US sales, OPEC+ production increase

Carbon-credit prices a new kid in commodity markets

● Europe’s ETS carbon price is +170% this year, on high natgas prices 
● Is a clear direction-of-travel for 1) the growing number of carbon 

credit schemes, like China, 2) deals at the COP26 meeting to 
structure international carbon trading, and 3) voluntary company 
moves to internally price carbon. 

● See KRBN ETF (new to the platform) for direct global carbon 
futures exposure and @RenewableEnergy for indirect.

Commodities are in a rare ‘sweet spot’

❏ After 10-year underperformance, in sweet spot of rebounding 
demand, tight supply, and higher investment demand (inflation) 

Past performance is not an indication of future results.

https://www.etoro.com/news-and-analysis/in-depth-analysis/carbon-a-new-kid-on-the-commodity-block/
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Currencies: dollar rally accelerated vs near-all 

Repricing of interest rate and ‘safer haven’ boosted USD

❏ USD rising as high inflation forces investors to price a hawkish 
three US rate hikes next year. More than most other countries 

❏ GBP hurt by fading rate hike timing, and CAD by lower oil
❏ Whilst those seen as to only raise interest rate later, such as EUR, 

CHF, and JPY, remain under relative pressure

Stronger USD hurts EM, commodities, and tech

❏ A stronger USD hurts emerging markets (EEM), by increasing USD 
financing and debt pressures 

❏ Also commodities (DJP), which are priced in USD and become 
more expensive for buyers (as well as related assets like Australia)

❏ US sectors, like IT (XLK), with 57% of sales from overseas 

Equity market exposure to local currency moves vary dramatically

❏ Stronger local currencies would hurt global and lower margin 
European (EZU) companies. Over 50% UK and European corporate 
sales are from abroad. Switzerland, Sweden, Netherlands most.

❏ Largest economies: US, China, Japan among the least impacted

Past performance is not an indication of future results.
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Crypto: ‘flash crash’ after global risk-off. CBDC growth 

Crypto pullback exacerbated by global ‘risk-off’ move

❏ Crypto assets hit by global risk-off move and weekend ‘flash crash. 
❏ Celo and ‘crypto’ equity Silvergate Capital (SI) added to platform

What the growth of CBDC’s means?

❏ Digital currency (CBDC) momentum growing. 1/3 central banks 
researching, double last year. China leads, retail testing e-CNY. 

❏ Early days but could boost ethereum (most supportive blockchain), 
stablecoin demand (if over-centralised), the currencies of 
early-adopters (like RMB). Could hurt traditional banks.

Institutional crypto adoption barely started. To be led by two drivers:

1. By far highest risk-adjusted returns of any asset. Adjusting for 
huge volatility crypto-assets still outpace equities near 5x

2. Correlation with other assets very low. Can be added to a 
diversified portfolio and reduces risk, despite volatility

See related smart portfolios: @CryptoPortfolio, @DeFiPortfolio. Many 
considering ‘equity-proxies’ like RIOT, MARA, and MSTR

Past performance is not an indication of future results.

https://www.etoro.com/news-and-analysis/in-depth-analysis/macro-insights-what-the-growth-of-cbdcs-means/
https://www.etoro.com/news-and-analysis/in-depth-analysis/macro-insights-the-crypto-equity-rally/

